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Present perfect continuous tense worksheets pdf

 7 Secrets for ESL Students - FREE Download You can do a grammar quiz online or print it on paper. Tests what you've learned on present perfect continuous. Back to 12 English Tenses page Grammar Quizzes Grammar Games ayçae •Second Conditional, Present Perfect Continuous, Movie + Video
+ Cartoons This short video activity (watch out for time on the worksheet) can be used as a warm-up to train/explore the perfect cont present. &amp; 2nd terms. It also contains some questions abo ... 8 28 264 Pre-Int •Present Perfect Continuous, ESL Songs For Teaching English This is a sheet of songs
with blank spaces to fill. The texts are divided into two parts, first students are required to fill in the blanks using only the present perfect continuous; then, in ... 2 16 949 Int Bonny Buckley Do you cringe when you hear students abuse for and from when they speak? This is one page of examples and
exceptions describing how to use these important everyday words. Y... 7 16 532 IntAdv Youlie •Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous Focuses on common mistakes made when using these times. It also contains exercises and some theories on the subject. There is a list of errors that are fixed and
correct ans... 6 30 930 All •Grammar » Verb Strained worksheets » Present Perfect continuous This worksheet provided different situations. Each student picks a card and describes their situation, and other students have to guess what this student has been doing lately. This game is perf ... 13 32 608
IntAdv miss polly •Opposites, The current Perfect Continuous 31 January is a day back: you can use these cards (after cutting and ejecting on a cardboard sheet) to control the opposites in a humorous way. Then you can read the story indroduce or talk ... 3 938 Elem •Present Perfect, Present Perfect
Continuous This is a powerpoint that you can use in class to explain the difference between contemporary perfect, simple and continuous. It shows the rules on how to change verbs for both times, and an example sente ... 6 22 293 Pre-IntInt •Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous This is a
PowerPoint presentation that tells the difference between using contemporary perfect and contemporary perfect continuous. The rules are clearly set out in examples and illustrations. Stu... 27 51 237 Pre-IntIntAdvExam •Prepositions and couplings, Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous Useful
explanations and some examples of usage from and for the present perfect times. Provides many examples of different times tags downloaded from English grammar in use. In the end ... 13 17 437 Preint •Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous This gives the differences between the current perfect
and the current perfect continuous in short explanations. It gives concrete examples and relevant exercises. It's a powerpoint with colorful images... 16 17 843 Int •Grammar » Verb Strained worksheets » Present Perfect Continuous To allows you to get an idea of shaping and using the current perfect
continuous timing and provides several exercises for drilling and comparing with the present perfect. Exer ... 19 38 430 Pre-Int •Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous This is a worksheet for teaching the differences between the current perfect simple and the current perfect continuous at the
preliminary level. There are 3 different activities in which wells ... 26 61 331 Pre-IntInt This worksheet is for students who want to practice and review times. It includes exercises related to past and present tensions and will help students improve their knowledge of simple, ... 12 22 926 Elem •Passive
Voice, Past Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous, Gadgets The worksheet can be used as a warmer one for every lesson on technology or for practicing grammar: 1) Passive voice (FM radio was invented in 1933. Television was invented befo ... 22 27 126 ElemPre-IntInt •Present Perfect, Present Perfect
Continuous A handout to use with intermediate levels (and up) to review pc and ppc :). Board games has the following activities: circle the correct answer; create a single sentence with the required tension; Cre... 30 80 103 IntAdv •Grammar » Verb Strained worksheets » Present Perfect continuous This
is a classic fighting game for the present perfectly continuous. Students ask each other questions based on what is written on both sides of the board. If their 'shot' is successful, but ... 19 19 269 Pre-Int •Present Perfect Continuous, ESL Songs For Teaching English This song will help you to revise Present
Perfect Continuous as well as other tense forms. The challenge is to fill in the gaps with appropriate tense forms. How pre-listening role students might be suggesting... 10 10 022 Pre-IntInt This is my first post because this website has helped me a lot! About the worksheet. It's about the current perfect
continuous. You can start by asking your students what happened... 31 37 717 Preint •Present Perfect Continuous, Word Order Present continuous chart and examples which help children understand faster the usage and form of the present continuous. It helps children understand the word order positive
and negative with ... 8 10 353 BegElem •Grammar » Verb Tense Worksheets » Contemporary perfect continuous structure analysis – concept questions evoke the present perfect continious – I've been wanting to meet you for a long time – I have, (I) have. (she's) got, (he is) having (they've... 6 772 Elem
•Present Perfect Continuous, ESL Songs For Teaching English Activity focused on Intermediate, Upper Intermediate or Advanced students. There is a different task for each part of a song: filling sentences with the appropriate verb and verb; Ar... 14 14 476 IntAdv Use the words in brackets to complete
the text below with the appropriate times, and then click Review to review your answers. Learn English at Englishpage.com! › Cram › Grammar Present... Progressive › Content Exercise Index Video: Present the perfect continuous content index Video: present perfect This exercise is a practice to make
English perfect continuously tense. You must create either a positive or a negative form. It's really important to make sure that you're sure to do forms of tension so you can then focus on when to use them, which is a little harder. Even some of my advanced students aren't really 100% sure of the forms,
and it really shows whether you need to speak English in a hurry or during exams when you're stressed out. Click here to explore how to make the present perfect continuous (just in case you forgot!) Click here to download this tutorial in PDF format (with answers) Need more practice? Get more Perfect
English Grammar with our courses. Courses.
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